ABOUT CONFERENCE

Pinfa NA, SAMPE and State of Washington Department of Ecology is sponsoring this event to present trends in the aviation design and manufacturing industry on flame retardants and advanced materials technology solutions. Attendees will hear from Aviation OEMs, regulatory experts and solutions providers regarding needs in the growing aviation industry.

An introduction to the latest developments in flame retardant technologies will be presented on the opening afternoon. The conference will continue with presentations from experts in the aviation field regarding environmental, regulatory and testing requirements as well as advanced manufacturing and materials technologies.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

OEMs; Designers; Manufacturing; Market Development; Supply Chain

AMONG SPEAKERS PRESENTING:

Jeff Gardlin (U.S. FAA); Gus Sarkos (U.S. FAA); Richard Lyon, PhD (U.S. FAA); Alex Morgan, PhD (University of Dayton Research Institute); Adrian Beard, PhD (Clariant); Lauren Heine, PhD (Clean Production Action); Scott Beckwith, PhD (SAMPE); Michael A. Delichatsios, Prof. (University of Ulster, UK); Charles Wilkie, PhD (University of Marquette); The Boeing Company, and more.

This conference is sponsored by Pinfa NA, State of Washington Department of Ecology & SAMPE

Location: Hyatt at Olive 8, Seattle, Washington

Early Registration Fee: $300

For more information: www.pinfa-na.org or call (908) 832-2207